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go with microsoft office 2007
Microsoft wants you to help pick a new default font for its Office
productivity suite. The current go-to font Calibri is rejoining the pack, with |
Trusted Reviews
catch you later, calibri! microsoft office is getting a new default font
Microsoft has announced its journey replace the default font for Office files,
which has been Calibri for over a decade. There are five new options that
users can test and give feedback on.
microsoft is working on a new default font for office, replacing
calibri
Microsoft has announced that it's replacing its current default font of
Calibri with one of five potential replacements.
bad news for calibri fans! microsoft announces that it is replacing its
default font after 14 years - but which one of its five potential
replacements do you prefer?
The five new fonts available for the taking are called Tenorite, Bierstadt,
Skeena, Seaford, and Grandview. Microsoft's Design Team will evaluate the
fonts for the next
microsoft is asking for your help to choose the next office default
font
Microsoft has announced that it's replacing its current default font of
Calibri with one of five potential replacements.
microsoft is replacing calibri as its default font after 14 years
A profile of Zillow co-founder and CEO Rich Barton, who's trying to make
his firm the central nervous system of homebuying.
rich man, poor man
Bill and Melinda Gates, who for decades have overseen one of history’s
greatest fortunes and philanthropic operations, said they plan to divorce.
The announcement Monday that th
with $146 bn at stake, bill gates won't rank in the top richest person
list after divorce
Trying to build your savings, pay off debt and make the most of your money?
You might want to try living like a billionaire — but only if that billionaire is
Warren Buffett. Read: The
11 ways warren buffett lives frugally
Frank Slootman doesn't start companies. But no one in business history has
a better track record of turning the ideas of others into jackpots. With $80
billion Snowflake, the biggest software IPO ever
frank slootman, spinning success for others
Things may be starting to open up, but for now, the COVID-19 pandemic
continues to limit face-to-face association and most of us are still relying on
video calls to keep in touch with work colleagues,
the best free apps for video calling
A Surrey-based computer scientist who claims he is the true creator of
Bitcoin is taking website Bitcoin.org to court in London over claims of
copyright infringement. Dr Craig Wright, who says he used

spotfire vs tableau: 2021 comparison
For decades Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google gobbled up their
competition to become behemoths of the tech industry, which has drawn
attention from Congressional leaders and other critics who claim
how big tech got so big: hundreds of acquisitions
Sony Corp.’s Visual Arts Service Group has long been the unsung hero of
many hit PlayStation video games. The San Diego-based operation helps
finish off games designed at other Sony-owned studios with
sony’s obsession with blockbusters is stirring unrest within
playstation empire
Most web hosting packages run on Linux servers, and it's easy to see why:
the operating system is fast, reliable, secure and free, with an impressive
software ecosystem that includes some of the best
best windows hosting services of 2021
In honor of Mental Health Awareness month and as part of our weekly
series, in partnership with Know Your Value, highlighting women over 50
who are changing the world, this week we want to shine a
women over 50 working to improve our collective mental health
President Joe Biden is expected to choose a new director for the US Patent
and Trademark Office. In recent days, I've talked to a dozen people who are
deeply involved in the patent system. During
how the next patent office director could shape the patent system
In the mortgage world, points are fees you can choose to pay to your lender
for a lower interest rate. A point is 1% of your loan amount – so, for a
$200,000 mortgage, a point is $2,000. A "basis
ask the fool: direct and to the points
Slalom, the modern consulting firm focused on strategy, technology, and
business transformation, today announced a plan to significantly expand its
Texas presence in 2021 and beyond. With current
everything is getting bigger in texas—$2.2b company, slalom,
continues to invest in texas growth, plans to add over 200 jobs in
2021
He pioneered research into how fossil fuels are shocking our oceans. Now
he has the ear of Microsoft's founder on climate change issues.
the hot list: meet ken caldeira, bill gates’ climate adviser
Climate scientist Ken Caldeira piloted the craft while a younger colleague,
oceanographer Manoela Romanó de Orte, sat on the bow holding a syringe
filled with red dye. Romanó de Orte injected the dye
special report: this hot lister advises bill gates on climate change
Many believed it would be a mistake to conduct it in the midst of a
pandemic, but from Bill Belichick's dog to Jerry Jones' yacht to Kliff
Kingsbury's mansion, the Virtual Draft of 2020 was one of the
the untold stories of the nfl's 2020 virtual draft
An aide to Representative Liz Cheney said the Republican threat to her was
over her refusal to “perpetuate lies.” The attorney general asked lawmakers
for more money to combat domestic extremism,

surrey man who claims he created bitcoin launches legal action
What are the security challenges presented by vaccine passports, and how
should they be designed and used with ethics and privacy in mind?

mccarthy encourages cheney ouster
The billionaire founder of Epic Systems, pioneered—then
dominated—electronic medical records. She's been the industry's leading
actor for decades, but now the pandemic is fuelling a digital health car

security think tank: security culture must underpin vaccine
passports
Explore the differences between Data Visualization Tools Spotfire and
Tableau? Compare cost, features & more now.

judy faulkner is the pioneer of electronic health records. in the
covid-19 era, competition is catching up
The dictionary doesn’t have enough superlatives to describe what’s
happening to the five biggest technology companies, raising uncomfortable
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questions for their C.E.O.s.

rates. There are nearly a million Georgians across

‘a perfect positive storm’: bonkers dollars for big tech
I feel like Atlanta is going to be the new Harlem. What is Atlanta’s most
pressing challenge? The extraordinary leap in the cost of living and rental
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